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General Introduction 

The National Accelerator Laboratory opens up a new era in our search of 

what elementary particles are like; the 100-500 GeV era. If we want to look 

at the structure of hadrons with the resolution provided by the ~avelength 

of such high energy beams, what can:be more natural, to paraphrase Bjorken,l) 

than "looking" at them, Le. shining li~ht at them and watching for scattering 

or absorption ? 

This is precisely what we propose to do in the experiments suggested here. 

Photons, real and virtual, have contributed immeasurably to our understanding 

of hadronic matter through investigations done at lower-energy (1 ~ E ~ 20 GeV) 

electron accelerators. NAL. albeit a proton machine, will be our only potential 

source of photons beyond SLAC energies. Proton-nucleus collisions will produce 

photons, principally in two-step processes involving radiative hadron (notably T,0) 

decays. It has been shown2) that sizeable fluxep can be obtained by the ap?ropriar.e 

construction of beam lines. 

NAL will then be a unique tool for the study of electromagnetic interactions 

at energies in the 20-300 GeV range. At high energies (~ 200 GeV), available 

electron fluxes will set the limit on photon intensities for experimentation; 

at lower energiesl fluxes rise strongly, but the electronics logic involved in 

beam momentum definition and tagging will not permit final yields to be considerably 

larger than those at 200 GeV. The first generation of photon physics at ~AL 

will therefore restrict itself to processes with relatively large cross-sections. 

As will be seen, some of the most exciting problems involving photons at 

presently existing energies will be accessible to· conclusive experimentat.ion 

at NAL. 

Our group has, from past experience at lower-energy photon laboratories and 

from recent studies of its members, a keen interest in working on these proble~s. 
"'\

We have been happily active on earlier feasibility studies of bea~s and ex?.:!riments;~i 

and we are enthusiastic about the prospect of a photon beam becoming available at 

NAL at an early date. 
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We propose to participate actively, as we have done in the past, in the 

design and implementation of the electron-photon facility, and to perform 

at the earliest possible date an experiment which will yield information on 

three vitally important processes in photon scattering: 

1) measurement of the total hadronic photon cross-section on nucleons 

and nuclei; 

2) elastic photon scattering (proton compton effect); 

3) inelastic photon scattering; 

as a byproduct, we will have data on yields of 

through their 2Yor 3Y decay modes. 

The set of experiments proposed here, together with experiments proposed 

by other groups, ~1ill tell us not only about the structure of the hadrons, but 

about the behavior of the photon at high energies. It has the virtue of being 

accessible through one basic, well-integrated set of experimental equipment,as 

detailed below. 

The facility as well as the detection apparatus is being developed in 

consultation with the MIT - Canada collaboratio~. Equipment may be shared, 

and some of the running may be able to proceed compatibly. The success of 

this program will depend crucially on the design of appropriate halo-free 

beam lines; .and on the early design and testing of optimal shower detection 

equipment - for both energy measurement and localization (or trajectory 

reconstruction). Our group has considerable experience in both these areas4). 

Shower detectors are being built in Santa Cruz and can be conveniently tested 

at nearby SLAC. Also, a beam designed by our group, which we feel is flexible, 

economical, and viable, is included in this proposal. 

The essential feature of our proposal is this: Our shower detection 

equipment can be tested and calibrated in available SLAC beams before the 

first turn-on of the NAL photon beam, and will be ready at that time. lmile 

information on the longitudinal and lateral shower spread can be extrapolated to 

NAL energies from existing data up to 15-20 GeV, the validity of such extrapolations 

must be experimentally tested at an early date. Together with the energy resolution 

to be expected at NAL energies, such data will vitally affect what can and ~h3t 
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.cannot be done: resolution of neighboring showers, recognition of radiative meson 

decays, total energy balance, etc. We feel therefore it is imperative that 

at the earliest possible date, an electron beam of high purity (if low-intensity) 

be available for the measurement of such parameters. Our equipment will be 

present, tested up to SLAC energies, when the first photon beam emerges. 
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Physics Motivation 

The relationship between the total cross-section and the forward scattering 

amplitude for yp interactions has long been.a source of fundamental interest 

in particle physics. While similar relations have been well tested in nN 

scattering, photon-induced processes have nbt been checked with comparable 

accuracy. Quite apart from such relations, these basic cross-sections 

separately provide accessible information on hadron-photon analogies, as 

will be seen below. 

Recall that the forward Compton scattering amplitude can be written: 

... where £1 and E2 are the polarization vectors of the initial and final photons, 

and)} is the laboratory energy of the incoming photon. 

A. The Optical Theorem 


We can write, for unpolarized states: 


ato t =(4TI/~Im-fl(v) 


D(v) =( :~ (v) (yp"" yp~ t=o- :2 { If1 12 +1 f2 1
2J 


Thus a measure of at (v) and D (v) gives Im fl (v) and (Refl (v) )2 +lf2 (\))12. 

B. The Forward Dispersion Relation 

The oldest dispersion relation. derived by Gell-Mann, Goldberger and 

Thirring5) as a fundamental consequence of locality and causality, can be 

Sjv l2 Imf] (v') 
~v2 V '2 

written 

or 

II" 

r:;~t_ (~~)dV' 

~ 
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where Vo = m + m;/2}lN (single-pion-production threshold). Thus1T 

our measurement of crtot(v) will 'allow the determination of Refl (v) for 

large v and we can then 

1) determine If2 (v) I, or set an upper limit. (Interest in f2 (v) 

has been pointed out by Adler and Dashen6) )j 

2) 	 test the dispersion relation in the sense that measurement of 

D (v) gives an upper bound on Refl (v) and measurement of crtot(v) 

yields a value for Refl(v) which must be consistent with that upper 

bound. 

C. Asymptotic Behavior. 

We 	 know that at v.= 0, f(v) must be given by the Thomson value 

ex 


-~. In other words 
N 

Refl (0) = 

An important question, raised by Creutz, Drell, and Paschos7), 

is ,,'hat happens to this term as v + co? Does the contribution of 

strong interactions (multiparticle production) cancel this term? 

This question is directly related to a well-known paradox in Regge 

theory: If elastic scattering at high energy is mediated by the Pomeron. 

and the Pomeron has intercept ex (0) = 1 (i.e. it acts like a vector particle 

at t = 0), then the forward Compton amplitude must vanish because a 

a vector particle cannot couple to t~\TO, photons8) • EAperimentally, of 

course, it does not vanish at presently accessible energies, and we 

do not expect it to vanish at v -7"" •. Thus something other than the 

Pomeron contributes. or we don't understand the Pomeron. Is there a 

fixed pole at J = 1, or an additional moving pole? Either of these 

possibilities will have to be checked against whatever high-energy behavior 

we find. 

Damashek and Gilman9) fitted the known crt experimental data to a smooth 

function which at high energy has the form 

crt 	 (v) = a + b/Vv , 

a' form suggested by the Regge picture.They then derive a finite-energy 
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sum rule for Refl(\I) which gives 


~J7:7 a 

Refl(\I) ~ 4~---1\1- MN + A

\1'7"" ) 

where A is a contribution of strong interactions to the constant term. By using 


the dispersion relation to evaluate Refl(v), and finding b from vt(v), they 


suggest that in fact A ~O, but the errors ate too large to draw a firm conclusion 


yet. Clearly as \I -7 "" the determination of A becomes harder. In fact our 

) < 

measurements, rather than determining A, will serve to measure b from vt(v)=a+b/{V. 

The above equation for Refl can then be evaluated at lower energies to yield a 

more reliable result for A. 

D. Massive QED 

It is no doubt of interest to see whether the only really successful 

. theory of particle interactions (QED) can be carried over to the strong 

< • n ana yz~ng a ron- a ron ~nteract~ons,. eng and W 1 0 )• I l' h d h d' Ch~nteract~on case. u 


have studied all tower graphs contributing to the high energy limit, in analogy 


to QED. The detailed features of Cheng and Wu's work are, of course, dependent 


on their particular model. For the experimentalist, however, their work has 


the particular virtue of making definite predictions; the main physical ingredient 


is that there is, at asymptotic energies, total absorption of the incoming 


wave by a scatterer with logarithmically growing radius. It will be interesting 


to check the implications of this picture: 


Re f (0) o (logarithmically with energy) •(1) I 

1m f (0) 

(2) vel 
~ ~ + ( terms ~o, logarithmically with energy). 

.JVtot 

(3) (s) -? (log s) 2 

dv(4) has minima at predicted locations.
dt 

How far can the analogy to QED be carried? For hadrons, hadron scattering 
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will tell. For photons, is there such a pattern observable? The hadronic 

character of the photon is again on the line. We note that first ISR results 
. ' 1

indicate that , at energies reached there, is <::""6 ' instead of the 
atot 

asymptotic predictions of Rule (2). Moreover, this rule will obviously be 

suppressed by 
1 on the RHS, for the photonic final state. 

Cheng and Wull ) recently reviewed their predictions for photon-induced 

processes and find that, in their impact description, the proton looks like a 

gray disk to photons (transparent to the bare photon, black to the hadronic 
R

part). The scattering amplitude is then proportional to ~ Jl (R 6), with 

R the expanding radius, A the momentum transfer: at NAL, we should find the 

first dip in the Bessel function with acceptable counting rates between 

t = 1 and 2 (GeV/C)2, if their model is correct. 

E. Vector }1eson Dominance Model 

The Quark Model 

If the photon acts approximately like a P meson (VMD), it is expected 

to behave like other q q states, as long as we can take the quark model for 

crude guidance. Present data indeed show a striking similarity between the 

energy trend of atot (yp) and ~ [atot (~+ p)+ a tot (TI-p) ], when normalized 

at low energles12). I-/ill this similarity continue at very high energies ? 

High Energy Hadronic Behavior 

Again, if the photon behaves like a P meson, we have the unique opportunity 

to study the characteristics. of vector-meson-nucleon scattering. In particular, 

what are the implications of the striking new results' on the fonvard pp 
11) da

elastic cross-section from the ISR f6r our measurements of cit (yp~ yp)near 

the forward direction? Also, what will be the relationship bet'tveen our 

measurements of 0tot (yp) and the various new total cross-section results from 

Serpukhov14) ? 

-- --.-..."~ ---~--------------
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Validity of Vector Meson Dominance 

At NAL, there will no doubt be measurements of 

dO' odt (yp ~ VOp) v = p, w, $, 

at high energies. The well-known proportionality between the sum over these 

. vector meson photoproduction cross-sections'and the Compton cross-section 

dO' 
dO' .dt 
dt 

mayor may not be satisfied by today's data15 ) - the errors are too large to 

really tell. At NAL energies, non-diffractive contributions will have died 

away, and the ratio of photon-vector-meson couplings should be close to that 

predicted by SU (3). Again, we have high hopes of learning more about the 

hadronic character of the photon, and hence about the validity of the vector 

meson dominance picture. 

F. More on the Hadronic Character of the Photon 

There are aspects of the hadronic interactions of the photon ~.,hich are 

clearly not explainable in the vector dominance picture; for example; deep in

elastic lepton-nucleon scattering. Therefore all the questions of interest in 

strong interactions (e.g., do total cross-se·ctions rise with energy, do 

diffraction peaks shrink, etc.) in fact are doubly interesting for yp inter

actions because they involve not only the further understanding of hadrons 

through vector mesons, but also the understanding of the complete nature of 

the photon coupling to hadrons. 
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1I. Ci (yA)
tot 

A. Deuterium 

16Reported differences ) between (yp) and C1 (yn), which imply aCi tot tot 
sizeable isovector exchange contribution in Compton scattering (from the optical 

theorem), are expected to 'disappear at high energies. Will they? Recent 

data from Serpukhov14 ) showing a difference between C1tot(~+p) and C1tot(~-p) 
also make possible differences between nand p targets a point of interest. 

B. Heavier Nuclei (Be to Pb) 

A value of 120 ~b for 0tot (yp) corresponds to a mean free path in 

nuclear matter of-700 f. This is considerably larger than typical nuclear radii, 

which are on the order of a few fermi, so that, na~vely, we would expect to 

find 

However, the vector-meson-dominance model implies that the photon wave 

inside the nucleus behaves partly like a hadron (p, w, ~, •.. ) wave. Coherence 

between photon and vector meson waves inside the nucleus will then produce 

shadowing as in nA interactions/which display a behavior 

We expect 0tot (pA) to look similar from quark model considerations, and 

so then should C1 to t (yA).l7) 

Measurements of C1 tot (yA) at energies between 3 and 15 GeV indicate that 

indeed shadowing does occur16). but by no means with the full strength 

observed in C1tot( ~A): The best fit appears to be AO. 9 • 
" 
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This might be explained in. several ways, two of which we mention. 

First it may be that the photon is not entirely a vector meson, or that 

0tot(PN) is in fact much smaller than 0tot( ~N), which would lead to an 

intermediate shadowing. Second, it may be that the finite vector meson 

mass causes the shadowing to change with energy, reaching the AO. 75 

. dependence only at high energy. Several model calculations18) using the 

P,w, ¢ vector mesons make an intermediate shadowing in the 5-15 GeV range 

plausible. There are then several possibilities: 

1) We observe AO. 9 at all energies above 20 GeV. This would 

imply that 0tot ~~) is much smaller than 0tot(~N) at high energies. 

2) We observe AO. 75 at all energies above 20 GeV. This would imply 

that the models which depend on the mass of the vector mesons are 

correct, that the vector mesons involved have a mass in the 

region of the p, w, and ¢, and that 0tot(pN) : 0tot (~N). 

3) 	 We observe An)where n is a function of energy between 20 GeV and 

200 GeV. This would i~ply the existence of one or more heavy 

vector mesons, since in order to get energy dependence above 

20 GeV, th.e mass of the vector meson with which the photon cou.ples 

must be considerably larger than the p, w, ¢ masses. 
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III. yp ~ y + Hadrons 

The next step, to be run concurrently with Gel (yp), is the measure


ment of deeply inelastic photon-nucleon scattering. This experiment will 


in its first exploratory step,use the. same ~asic shower detection techniques. 


The most obvious questions to be answered by this experiment are the 


following: 


If the hadronic interactions of the photon are very much like those of 

the p meson, we do not expect any sizeable large-angle photon yield (there is 

no deeply inelastic meson-nucleon scattering). Will we see a distinctive departure 

from this picture here ? 

Sizeable large-angle yields at high energy have been observed in electron


and muon-scattering; and have been inferred for neutrino-interactions. All 


. these particles are, .to the best of our knowledge, pointlike and structurel~s~. 

Does the photon display any aspects of a behavior so typical of point like 

particles ? 

In this sense, inelastic photon-nucleon scattering is intimately related 

to deeply inelastic lepton~nucleon scattering; a field which has recently 

proven to offer ~ome of the most promising insights into the hadron structure 

proble;:n. The"scaling" behavior of such reactions for electrons and muons 

was observed in inclusive experiments detecting the scattered leptons only; 

our group is presently involved in an effort to use the distinctive trigger 

signal of a large-angle, high-energy muon to fire the 2 m streamer chamber at 

SLAe for a measurement of all charged final-state particles. 

In a similar way, we propose in this experiment to first check whether 

there is indeed a dct:ectable yield of high-energy, large-angle photons - \,hich 

provide an equally unique trigger. Depending on the yields to be found, \,e 

will then check on scaling properties of this cross-section, and use available 

additional counters to assemble some information on accompanying hadrons. 
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The concept of this experiment was worked out by Budnitz and Heusch19) 
in the 1969 NAL Summer Study, following a model calculation by Bjorken and 
Paschos1). These authors relate inelastic photon scattering to lepton scattering 

in a parton model: photons scatter incohe~ent1y off point1ike virtual 

partons. To the extent that the impulse approximation approach of Feynman20) 
21

and Bjorken ) and the perturbative field theoretical approach of Dre11, 


Levy and Yan22 ) have been shown to yield parallel predictions, we have a 


theoretical handle for our expectations from this experiment: in particular, 


the dependence of the cross-section on the kinematical variables can be interpreted 


in terms of the properties of the partons participating in the process. 


Bjorken and Paschos 1) derive an interesting relationship between inelastic 


photon-nucleon cross-sections: 

?d-a <Q4>\12 d2a 

= 
<Q2>EE' dndEIcindE' yp ep 

where E, E' are initial and final projectile energies, \I ::: E-E'. This simple 

relationship will quickly tell us how seriously we can take the model; and, 

if taken at face vatue, it tells us'about the mean parton charge <Q> - no mattar 

how we realize the partons. 

It has recently been pointed out by Brodsky and Roy23) that the two 

approaches mentioned above are equivalent, for processes involving two photons, 

only under very restrictive assumptions: in particular, that the two photons 

couple at the same instant to one parton line only according to the diagram 

Only if graphs of this type dominate deeply inelastic photon scattering in 

the kinematical region of interest to our experimc.l:.t: 'eli!l we expect results 

interpretable in either framework; conversely, a full set·of data may help 

to decide the relative merits of these two approaches. 
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While these ideas spur our interest, and the specific model helps to 

estimate counting rates, we may accept them as nothing beyond an intimation 

that indeed sizeable amounts of large-angle, high-energy photons may be ob

served, in excess of what we expect from radiative decays of secondary hadrons. 

Suppose we do observe such events: what value will a good measurement 

have quite apart from the parton model ? 

The graph 

hadrons 

involves two photons with q2 = (k - k,)2 ,> O. For one-photon processes~~he 

connection between time-like and space-like behavior has been of considerable 

interes.t in the case of 

• 

Two-current problems have recently aroused much discussion. We may then 

similarly study the connection between 

and 

(1) (2) 

where the latter graph can 'be measured experimentally in colliding e+e- beams 

as a differential form of the principal part of the Brodsky-Kinoshita graph 

(3) (4) 
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The kinematic regimes .of graphs (1) and (4) are, .of c.ourse, quite different. 

F.oll.owing recent ideas .of Mueller24 ) .on three-b.ody generalizati.ons .of 

the .optical the.orem, we can transf.orm graph (1) int.o 

(5) 

which is pr.op.orti.onal t.o the Imaginary part .of 

(6) 

Thus measurement .of graph (1) may pr.ovide imp.ortant inf.ormati.on .on 

graph (6). a six-p.oint functi.on .of c.onsiderable the.oretical interest. 

http:functi.on
http:inf.ormati.on
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Electron-Photon Beam 

Proton Target 

The target for the proton beam should be ~1 interaction length of Be/which 

from experimental studies is expected to be about 40 cm25 ) 26). The use of 

Be minimizes the number of radiation lengths per interaction length, for 

easily handled metals. 

Various schemes for bringing the proton beam onto the Be should be 

possible, depending on the requirements for e- flux and n elimination. 

The neutrons that ultimately give us our n-'s are on the average significantly 

more energetic than the nO,s which ultimately give us our e-'s. Thus we 

expect the background-producing neutrons , to have a more forward peaked pro

duction distribution than the nO's and we can cut down the n-/e- ratio 

(and the e- flux) by bringing the proton beam onto the Be at a small angle 

with respect to the beam transport system. 27 ) The proton targetting system 

should therefore include several horizontal and vertical bending magnets so 

that the proton beam direction can be varied. 

The optimum length of Be and the optimum proton incidence angle will 

have to be determined experimentally. Based ,on calculations, using such models 

as the thermodynamic mode1 28), and using our beam transport system, we 

feel that we can get a halo-free electron beam of a few x 108 electrons at 

200 GeV and a photon beam of up to 5x105 tagged photons in the upper 35% of the 

spectrum from this electron beam. 

First Conversion Step 

The beam produced by the protons passes through a magnetic deflection 

system which sweeps away, vertically , all charged particles. The remaining 

neutral beam then impinges on a ~ radiation length radiator. 

------------------------------ ----......-.---~~ 
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The photons hitting the radiator produce pairs, with e-'s accepted by 

our following beam line. The typical transverse momenta, including mUltiple 

scattering, for the pairs area few MeV/c/so they appear to originate from 

a small spot in the Be target. The neutrons produce TI-'S which are a potential 

background source. However the expected transverse momenta of the TI-'S 

are several hundred MeV/c/so they appear to originate from a much larger spot 

and can be eliminated selectively at the undispersed foci of the beam. The 

combined effect of using a Pb radiator and tight slits is expected to reduce 

the TI-/e- ratio to -10-3• 

Beam 

A proposed electron-photon beam transport system has been previously 

sent to NAL 
) 
and a copy of that proposal follows. This beam has been designed 

specifically with the versatility required of a general facility. The beaill 

should be well shielded up through the bending magnet in the third leg. The 

first two legs, by using variable slits, are capable of delivering various 

halo-free beams with a minimum of chromatic aberrations. With the last 

leg of the beam as in our des~gnlwe have great flexibility in deciding the 

final phase space characteristics of the beam at the experimental target. The 

third leg of the beam should be left readily accessible for change, should 

future experimenters desire radically differ~nt shaped beams. 
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We propose the construction ~f the general purpos~ tagged photon beam, 

S110\,]11 in Figure 1. We feel this beam is economical. flexible. has excellent 

acceptance, and minimizes background problems. This proposal is being submitted 

to describe the optics of this beam; discussion of such things as the tagging syste 

experimental target. etc., can be found in the forthcoming U.C.S.C. proposal 

to measure various photon cross sections. 

The beam requires for its construction either 9 or 10 3Q120 quadrupoles 

(depending on \.;rhether it is desired to use one extra quad and less total power), 

2 3Q84 quadrupoles) 3 4-2-240 bending magnets, two 5-1.5-120 bending magnets, 

one 5-1.5-240 bending magnet, and ditching magnets to dump the proton beam. 

The field strengths for the various beam elements for a 300 GeV electron 

beam are listed in table 1. The benm has three foci in both planes. 

For an early startup on a 200 GeV 
\ 

beam one can usc just as easily nine 

quadrupoles (three in first leg of the bemn, four in the second, and t\.;ro 

in the third») with the bending magnets and all but three of the quads in 

the sarr-e positions as for the 300 GeV beam. 

First leg of Hearn 

1'he beam is fully defined in angle by. the quads in the first leg of 

the beam. The acceptance is: (assl.ll:dng a 3 inch quad aperture). 
0 
x I -<: 

.60 mrad. (horizontal plane), I 0yl < . 95 mrad. (vertical plane), 

and the follm'ling t\W legs of the ,beam are matched to this acceptance. The. 

bending magnets arc purposely spread out to do a good job in eliminating 

all the off momentum particles created along the beam line. 

At th.:? focus the off diagonal beam transport matrix ele",ents arc kept 

small (achieved by starting with B triplet having a ~nit transport matrix and 

then moving quads as little as possible from this configuration) \.)hich is 

.... -~". 
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helpful in keep inc the beam small in the following legs. The magnifications are 

kept at reasonable values at the first focus, to minimize aberrations in 

the beam, and are chosen so that the overall magnifications at the third 

focus (experimental target) arc not too large. At the first focus the 

macnifications are -1.68 in the horizontal plane and -.71 in the vertical. 

The dispersion at the first focus is 0.30 inches!.., / and the beamA 

f.J 7 ~ up P 
should be defined to have I~-I:: 5 i. ,,·hich matches the acceptance of the 

p 
following quad. It would be nice to have a movable horizontal slit at the 

first focus so that the momentum bite can be varied for different experiments. 

There sllould also be a tight vertical slit to absorb n-'s at the first focus. 

For I~:"" I := 3 % the maximum size of the beam due to chromatic aberration == 
p 

.08", Hhich is comparable to the source size. Thus we can have a slit opening 

whose full aperture -.2". 

The imrilediate definition of the beam in the first IcC, we feel to be a 

very strong feature of our beam : 

Second leg: 

This leg has a unit transport matrix and keeps the bean 'veIl \Jithin the 

quads -'minimizing aberrations. This is ve:t;y important in the horizontal plane 

vlhere ,ve ,dsh to put a tight slit to get rid of ,,-IS. The first tt..'O legs conbined 

have very good "properties with respect to aberrations when cOffipared to) for 

example, such 'other systems as doublets. 

, Th9'magnet~ in tllis IcC arc again spread out to most effectively elicinate 

particles that llave been scattered by some beam clement, or by the slit. 

A good feature of this leg is the fact that the dispersion that the beac had 

at the first focus is quickly decreased as the beam passes through the first 

quad. This means that \ve don't need any field lenses and that we don't lose 

beam at the quads. 

----- ........--~----------~~--------



The second focus is dispcrsionless ~:md the slit aperature there should be 

variable in both the vertical and horizontal planes. This aperture gives us 

control over n- backgrounds, momentum ,acceptance and final beam size - all of 

which may need to be varied from experiment to experim~nt. 

Third Leg 

This is the tagljing leg. Tlie magnet near the focus s,.,eeps out slow 

. particles and bends the beam away from any photons which emerge from the slit. 

Tilis magnet produces a totally negligible dispersion at the third focus. The 

magnifications at the end of the third leg arc -1.2 in the horizontal plane 

and -2.8 in the vertical. The last tt-10 quads in the beam have been taken to 

be 7 foot quads in order to get a larger aperture in the horizontal plane. 

This allows us to accept, if ,,,e wish. a larger momentum bite because 'V]e arc 

no,,, no longer as sensitive to chromatic' aberrations. \\fe could, hO\·."Cver~ use 

two ten foot quads instead. 

The beam has been carefully designed to prevent any particles (which arc 


in the beam in the first t\vO legs) from striking tlle quads in the last leg. 


This is very important if we are to avoid both false tags and the pileup of 


random photons in the shO\.;rer counters follO\"ing the target at the third 


focus. 


Some Possihle Beams Gotten by Varying Slit Openi~ 

(a) To get rid of the maximum number of pions \ole could set the horizontal 

slit at the second focus to a full aperture of about .3 inches. This would 
. fip , f

give a full width at half maximum for _ of 6%. The slit at the first oeus 


would then also be set for npproximatefy this momentum. TIle vertical slit 


at the sc·cond focus \-lOuld then have to be set to a small full aperture of only 


.5 inches to pass this momentum. This would give us a rectangular 


beam \-7i til dimensions:, 7 cm x 2!:i cm at tbe tagging 


. .~ ~ .~, 

--------------------_....._----
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target and .85cm x Scm at the third focus. 

(b) If 	the momentum bite ,\-lere' set at I ~I $ 2% at the first focus p 	 , 
• 	 I the final beam size would be reduced to about .75 cm x 3.5 cm, for the same 

slit setting as above. 

(c) For cases where we don't:. have to worry about pions too much we 

could open the horizontal slit at the second focus to about .5". By now 

clamping dmm the vertical slit at the second focus we could pass a broad 

momentum (j~1 ~ 4, to 5 %) beam whose final size at the third focus 
p 


would be about 2. em x 2 cm. 


(d) He rr.ention an additional option \-lhich we gain by having a \-lell de

fined bCilffi at the first focus: If \.W insert a thin Pb radiator after the 

first focus we can sIlift the electron beam energy relative to the pion beam
then . 

energy and(\removc the dispersion oftha electron beam,in the second leg. This 

'would get rid of most of the pions at the ~ost of electron flux> at the second 

focus. 

Acknowledgements: 
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TABLE 	 I BEAM ELEMENTS AND FIELD STRENGTHS 
FOR A 300 GeV/c ELECTRON BEAM 

Beam Type Distance from Strength 
Element primary target (ft) (Quads; kG/l.5 in.)

(Bends; kG) 

Ql 3Q120 95 	 -7.8 

Q2 3Q120 	 132 4.744 } Can replace 
4.744 with one quadQ3 3Q120 143 


Ml 4-2-240 159 11.0 (0.384°) 


Q4 3Q120 241 ,-6.5166 


M2 4-2-240 280 11.0 (0.384°) 


FIRST FOCUS 	 340 


Q5 3Q120 355 7.4714 


M3 5-1.5-120 365 12.0 (0.209°) 


Q6 3Q120 414 -7.4714 


Q7 3Q120 525 7.4714 


M4 4-2-240 540 16.313 (0.569°) 


Q8 3Q120 584 -7.4714 


M5 5-1.5-240 647 '12.5 (0.436°) 


SECO~rn FOCUS 	 680 

M6 5-1.5-240 686 14.0 (0.244°) 

Q9 3Q120 762 -6.2 

QI0 3Q120 774 -6.2 . 

Qll 3Q84 799 7.7 

Q12 3Q84 807 7.7 

TAGGING SYSTEM AFTER Q12 ... 

THIRD FOCUS (TARGET) 960 
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.Photon Tagging System 

.In the last leg of our beam. the electrons moving down the beam line 

will traverse a Pb radiator of thickness ~ 0.01 xo ; about 0.5% will emit 

a bremsstrahlung quantum of energy> E/2 (E = beam energy). The decelerated 

electrons ,.ill be deflected vertically be a, set of bending magnets (cf. Fig. 2. ) 

for momentum analysis. They are subsequently recorded by two proportional 

wire chambers (for accurate momentum definition and vertical position 

measurement), a scintillator hodoscdpe (for measurement of lateral dis

placement in the beam, and for fast triggering), and sho\.er counters for 

electron identification and energy determination. In addition we are 

including a small scintillator (which can be used as a veto if desired) to 

monitor possible tridents and the radiation of untagged photons of 

energy> 50 GeV within several nano'seconds of a tagged photon. He can 

wherever necessary also put in counters to detect the e+ in trident 

production. 

\-le have talked to the director of the CEA who has told us that we %:lay 

have availabe to us ttvo CEA II magnets, ,and one CEA C magnet, \vhich in 

,combination bend the highest-energy electrons sufficiently. By appropriate 

setting of the magnet currents, we can tag any desired fraction of the 

photon spectrum. 

The set of 2 shower counters in the tagging system (lead lucite 

Cherenkov sandwich counters 15 XO thick; for details see section on shmver 

counters) measurc, thc electron energy to an' accuracy of a ~ 10% at 1 GeV, 

a ~ 27. at 100 GeV. These shower counters perform various important functions: 

they identify electrons (versus. say, ~- contamination) and help to avoid 

mistags; they allow a fairly accurate accounting of the energy balance 

in the experiment: for all final states which are fully detected, the 

energies including the tagged electron energy must add up to the beam 

energy. Their resolution is well-matched to these overall requirements. 
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One advantage of this design lies in the fact that we need only ~ 

shower counters: pulse height analysis needs to be performed, and gains have 

to be kept matched on only 2 phototubes instead of some large array. Note 

that we will not run into rate problems: we expect - 5 x 105 tagged 

photons per pulse; accidental overlays will be negligible •. 
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~easurement of Beam Parameters 

In order to analyze our experimental results we need to know, to a 

reasonable precision, the incoming photon's energy and angle. For example, 

for clastic scattering we must know the in.coming photon angle to a fraction 

of a rnilliradian because the cross section ~s negligible for scattering 

angles greater than a few milliradians. 

Angular Information: 

The tagging system has been constructed to yield the maximum information 

on the position of the e- which radiated our tagged photon. The scintillation 

hodoscope tells us the horizontal position of ~he e- to about ± .Scm. Using 

two sets of proportional chambers we get not only the final electron momentum 

,but also its vertical position to ± .5 Cm. Since the tagging system also 

measures vertical position, we remove any constraints on beam size at the 

tagging radiator -- allowing us to accept as large a momentum bite as we 

wish without losing spacial information. 

The information on position has to be turned into angular information. 

In the horizontal plane, our final beam size of - .85 cm makes this easy. 

Taking into account correlations in the beam, with a distance of 150' from 

the Pb to the target, we can measure the horizontal angle to ± .15 mrad. The 

vertical position.lat the Pb radiator is known to about ± .5 cm from the 

proportional chamber measurements. However, the final beam can ,be large in 

the vertical plane, so we can only measure the vertical angle if we have vertex 

information at the target. This limits' our Compton scattering measurements to 

the cases where the recoil proton escapes from the target. Given vertex lo

calization we can also measure the vertical angle to about ± .15 mrad. 

Measurement of the Tagged Photon Energy: 

Since the electron beam energy has such a wide' momentum spread, the 
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.tagged photon energy would only be known to ~ ± 5% if no further measurement 

were made on the beam. 

To measure the incoming electron energy we propose to put a momentum 

hodoscope four feet after the first bending magnet in the second leg of the 

beam. Because the first quad in this leg o~ the beam focuses horizontally, 

the beam size not due to dispersion, at this point is only a little larger 

than at the first focus. The dispersion at this point is .28 inches per 

% !:'p/p and the full size of the beam is 2 ~ inci1es in the horizontal plane. 

Placing the momentum hodoscope early in the beam improves our resolution 

because the chromatic aberrations are smaller than further downstream. 

A spatial measurement of .75 cm at the hodoscope gives us a momentum 

measurement for an electron, good to ±~ %. By 'using thin scintillators we can 

keep the number of electrons which lose this amount of energy, by straggling 

.in the scintillator, to a few per cent. Proportional chambers in the tagging 

S}Tstcm gi"le th.c r.!C:~~!.C!1tU!11 of the decelerated electron \oJ'ith considerable accuracy 

so that the resolution in tagged photon energy is essentially determined by 

the momentum hodoscope. 

A trigger signal from the counters do,rostream of the experimental target, 

and a coincident tagging signal, will cause the momentum hodoscope to be 

interrogated, with a time resolution of a few nanoseconds. If desired, events 

with signals in more than one counter of the hodoscope can be vetoed; 

An alternative method for measuring the incoming electron energy would be 

to place a horizontal bending magnet just in front of the tagging radiator. The 

resultant horizontal displacement of the tagged photon, which would require 

vertex localization information, would then give us the momentum of the 

electron it came from. 
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Detection System: A.General, overall ~escription. 


The basic setup of final-state detectors is shown in Fig. 3 


.6)

c0 ~ 	 (DU 

,~..,. :c::::::::> 	 -  -- -'  --- - --0 
C0 ~ 	 @O cD 

~~. 3 

It consists of the following elements: 

(1) forward shower detector!hodoscope 

(2) small-angle shower-hadron hodoscope 

(3) intermediate angle detector 

(4) recoil detector 

The individual elements are described in more detail below. The information 

to be provided by these elements for the experiments is the following: 

crtot: 	 (1) provides shower energy and location for non-interacting 

y or e+e- pair generated in the target) 
) 

(2), (3), (4) indicate that no 'hadron was produced. 

crel: (1) provides shower energy and photon trajectory (together 

with beam hodoscope, tagging information)., 
(2), (3) indicate elasticity of the event, while 

(4) 	gives recoil p~oton angle (for coplanarity test) 

and, crudely, its energy by range. 
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°inel: (1), (2) give shower energy and location, test for possible 

neighboring showers or hadrons 
; 
• 

. 

(2), (3), (4) tell crudely about accompanying final-state 

particles, charged multiplicity, shower or no shower, emission angle • 

. 
(1), (2) give perlinent information on double or 

triple showers., 
(1), (2), (3), (4) tell crudely about accompanying 

particles. 

The overall strategy is then: 

all }exp'ts (1) (or (2» indicate high-energy shower,define its parameters 

precisely in conjunction with b"eam, tagging information. 
; 

(1) ••• (4) are then strobed for information leading to identification 

of individual event types. 

B. Individual Detectors 

General Characteristics of Shower Counters 

The measurement of shower parameters (trajectory, energy) becomes basically 

simpler with rising energy. This is due mostly to the decreasing importance of 

fluctuations on the shower development as the total number of shmler particles 

(and hence the total track length) increases. At low energies. up to a few 

GeV, fluctuations of longitudinal spread, location of the shower maximum. and 

the number of charged shower constituents at any given penetration depth are 

the principal features that limit good resolution. 

At high energies, as considered in this proposal, the number of charged 

shower constituents becomes large, opening angles are small, fluctuations are 

relatively unimportant •. Longitudinal and lateral dimensions increase only 

logarithmically with energy. so that counter sizes remain reasonable, and do 

not limit obtainable resolutions. 
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The small fluctuations on shower constituents at given depths make 

discontinuously sampling shower counters -equivalent to continuously integrating 

devices (like lead glass counters). The large number of charged constituents 

of B % 1 further makes the light output of a Cherenkov radiator as informative 

as that of a scintillator. 

We therefore propose to use throughout the system lead-lucite sand
29)wiches as originally developed by members of our group : they should furnish 


excellent, adaptable, and cheap detectors for the photonic final states which 


are our principal concern. 


The localization of points along shower trajectories will be performed 

by crossed scintillator hodoscopes and proportional wire chambers to be inserted 

at strategic depths into the shower counters. This ought to be done, for optimum 

,trajectory definition, at depths large enough to ensure a high conversion 

efficiency for incident photons, and close enough to the shower vertex so as 

not to allow significant subsequent lateral spread. Such hodoscopes/spectrometer 

can be built in such a way that the energy loss in the converters gets added 

to that dissipated in the principal radiators, so that there is no overall 

" 1 "d h 1 1"'" . t 30)1oss ~n energy reso ut~on ue to t e oca 1zat10n requ~remen s • 

The energy resolution to be obtained can be confidently expected to be 

o~% at 100 GeV; tests of lead-lucite and lead-scintillator sandwiches 

show, up to SLAC energies, an energy trend 'as detailed in fig .4: 31). Although 

these curves will not continue to follow the 0 /lJ IX E-~ trend to arbitrarily 

small widths, the lead-lucite counter is ce'rtain to reach the desired precision 

for 50-100 GeV. 

Shower Telescope (1) 

This Shower Telescope has to fulfill the following requirements: 

Accept all non(strongly) interacting events - i.e., be of a 

geometry to contain the beam shadow; 
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Recognize showers vs. non-showers, measure shower energies to 

a few percent; 

Locate one or two points along the shower trajectory to a few mID. 

Tell charged from neutral incoming particles. 

Yield all the above information in the presence of expected 

overall counting rates of $ several Mc/sec. 

Fig. S shows schematically the makeup of this telescope. It consists of 

a veto counter to identify incoming charged particles; 

~;~'I [Ji/OI.zr~1 ~'~.~ 
p""L p"",

Two converters for photons (of variable lead thickness 'inserted between three 

1ucite sheets each) with subsequent scintillator crossed hodoscopes, and finally 

a lead-lucite samdwich counter of 2~ Xo thickneos, 25 fingers. The area is 

12x15 cm2; readout from the side. The hodoscopes have 4 mm segments. The. 

distance from the target is ~20 m; th~s distance is determined by the 

necessity to (a) distinguish neighboring showers from radiativemeson decays, 

and (b) determine t values for scattered photons with an accuracy commensurate 

with the definition of the incoming photon direction (~0.2 mrad). 

Shower Telescope (2) 

The outer shower counter serves these purposes: 

identify all high-energy showers, locate them accurately; 

measure shower energies; reject low-energy showe~ j 

identify non-showering hadrons. 

This counter subtends the region from very small t values out to 30 mrad. 

The overall counting rate is expected to be small. Fig. & shows a schematic 

design: 
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Looking downstream: 

hole for non-interacting photons, 

/ 

e+e- pairs 

There are eight shower counters of transverse dimensions 46x98 cm2; the 

sequence is, for incident particles (Fig. 1 ) 

, 
I 

V c;:;.v 
..(S· 7 
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veto counter, converter, proportional chambers, lead lucite counters, there 

may be a doubling of the converte~ - PWC system, depending on the outcome of 

our SLAC tests. 

Hadron Counter (3) 

This is a system of crude intermediate-angle counters, spanning the 

laboratory angular range from 30 mr to ~ 450 • There are four counters, 

scintillators with some absorber material in front (to exclude soft 

electromagnetic backgrounds from drifting into this large-solid-angle device~ 

W;,"",d..o w +ow ~.-d.....c 

Co IA.. ""'- '-- e.r.r (J) CD 
J 

Its function is simply to record intermediate- and large - angle secondaries 

which do not hit the recoil detector. The precise geometric size will be 

determined by the geometric location far upstream of shower counter (2). 

Recoil Detector (4) 

This is a large-solid-angle device surrounding the liquid-hydrogen target. 

Its function is the accurate determination of the angle of a recoiling nucleon, 

and a crude measurement of its energy by range. It is designed mainly to 
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meet the requirements of the elastic Compton experiment, where the recoil 

protons emerge with laboratory angies between 45 and 900 • It is schematically 

shown in Fig.S 

Top view 

Down-beamline view 

O i/ ilA~ -- •• 

c....:, R AI...r. i" : ~'. 
I 	 I 
• 	 I 

I 	 I 

I 

/ 

Two sets of PWC's determine the trajectory of the recoil proton, if it 

emerges sideways; scintillators give the triggers, the absorbers tell it from 

backgrounds." 

For up- or down-go' ,Lng protons, we demand only a count from a longitudinal 

scintillator hodoscope. In this view, the target is narrow, so that reasonably 

accurate complanarity information can be gained. 

Note: Counter systems (3) and (4) can be substituted,by the large-angle 

and recoil detection devices designed by the MIT-Canada collaboration, 

should they be available and appropriately dimensioned. 
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Rates and Backgrounds 

I. Measurement of 0tot 

We base our estimates of data-taking rates on a reference value of 100 ~b 

for the hydrogen cross section independent of energy. The A dependence is expected 

to be between A2/3 and A; therefore we take the worst case (from the point of view 

of rate and background) of A2/ 3 and give the enhancement factors for the case of 

a ~ A. All targets will be 0.1 radiation length; thus the pair production rate 

is 1 per 10 photons before rejection by our trigger system. Table II shows the rates 

to be expected in our experiment, with given beam intensities. 

The rapid loss of photon flux as the electron energy rises beyond 200 GeV 

indicates that it is not worthwhile, to go beyond 200 GeV for a complete set of 

high-Z elements. We therefore propose to do a complete set of elements at 40 GeV 

and 200 GeV, and a complete energy dependence for H and At, from 40 GeV to 300 GeV. 

We will obtain statistical accuracies of.better than 1%, for each element at 40 and 

200 GeV; for H and At we will obtain better. than 1% for each bin of 10% bE/Ey 

from 25 to 300 GeV (except for At at 300 GeV where we obtained 3% errors). The 

running time required for data-taking (exclusive of check-out time) is 60 hours 

(for 0tot)' Table III lists the running time required for each part of the experiment. 

Backgrounds 

1) Pair production in the target: These will be vetoed by the shower counter (1) 

Very asymmetric pairs may have a low-energy electron emerging at larger angle due 

to multiple scattering in the target. In such cases, an off-line check will 

reveal that the counter (1) received all the y energy, so the event will be thrown 

out. 

2) False tags: The rate of false tags can easily be kept below 1% of 

good tags. A possible background can come from accidental coincidences between the 

tag and a count in the hadron detector. At a very conservative 3000 false tags/sec, 

10 nsec resolution, we must keep the singles rate of the hadron detector less than 

300.times the true hadron rate to. maintain 1% accuracy. 
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3) Non-interacting photons: A large shower in counter (1) with no hadron 

signal will veto the event. Rejection is similar to the pair production case. 

II. Elastic Compton Scattering on Hydrogen 

Measurements at lower energie~2~ave given a cross-section approximately 

fit by 

The trigger for yp~yp must be a coincidence between a proton in the 

recoil detector and a high energy photon in the final shower counter. 

Protons with momentum less than 300 MeV/c do not get out of the hydrogen target; 

we may then estimate the total visible elastic Compton cross section as 

<X> 
do 

o = 0.50 ddt = 20 nb, 
(0.1 GeV 2) t ~ 

where 0.50 is a (conservative) detection efficiency for the recoil proton. 

We propose to make a 3% measurement o·f the slope and intercept of the 

forward differential cross section. This measurement will require 2000 events, 

which for a photon flux of 3 x 105/pu1se and 0.1 r.1 (l~~E.L~f liquid hydrc.:>.~ 
will require 100 hours of data-taking (see Table III). 

Background Rejection Methods: 

Cop1anarity: The measurement of the scattered photon direction, the 

initial photon direction and the prdton azimuth in the recoil detector gives 

a strong co-planarity constraint. For examp1e)less than 0.1% of events of the 

type yp-7yN*, which were Monte Carlo generated for }~* <3 GeVI gave an 

event satisfying cop1anarity to the accuracy we expect to achieve. 33) 
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Transverse momentum balance: The magnitude of the transverse momentum 

of the outgoing photon must be equal to the transverse momentum of the recoil 

proton if the event is elastic. Since tpp is a more useful variable we 

will express the constraint by indicating how well we measure t in two independent 

ways: 

1) t ~ (ke )2. The resolution for this determination is determined 
yy 

mainly by the resolution in e yy , the angle between the incoming and outgoing 

photons. The incoming photon is known to ± 0.2 ~r. The outgoing photon 

covers 25 meters and can be measured to ± 3 mm in the shower array. Thus 

M :: ± 0.25 mr. \.J'e wri te 
yy 


k 

2000 

At a typical t of 0.25 GeV2 we find 6t = 0.05 GeV2 at k = 200 GeV 

~ 22) t - p lab of the proton. Here 6t at 0.25 GeV2 will be approximately 

0.03 GE:N 2 (independent of k). 

Proton angle: There is a correspondence, for elastic events, between 

the momentum transfer to the proton, t, and the proton angle with respect to 

the incoming photon. We can express this relation by another equation for t; 
2t = 4 2 cot e for E »Mpmp yP Y 

Thus 6t ~ Bmp2 (~/2 - e) 6e 

and, at t = 0.25 GeV 2 we find 6t = 0.01 GeV 2 for 66 = 5 mr, a reasonable 

value to achieve. Below t = 0.25 GeV2 this determination of t deteriorates 

rapidly due to multiple scattering in the target. 

Energy Conservation: The difference between the initial and final photon 

energies in elastic scattering is less than 1% for the t range of interest. We 

can measure the initial and final energies to a few percent. 

The four methods above, taken together~ simply represent the four constraints 

in a reaction where the momentum of all particles are known. A proper four-con

straint fit will in fact be used to extract all possible information from our 

measurements. 

Background sources are radiative meson decays and inelastic Compton events; 
" 

both are expected to be negligible when the above criteria are applied. 

-_.._._--------------------------
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III. Inelastic Compton Scattering 

For the purpose of estimating a counting rate, we follow Bjorken and 

Paschos. l ) Their cross section expression is: 

... 
dtdv 

where <Q2> is the mean square charge on a pointlike constituent. 

The corresponding form for inelastic electron scattering is: 

d20 ep 

dtdv 
... 

It has been found from ep scattering that v W2 ~ 1/3. Taking a simple quark 

model one finds that <Q4>/<Q2> - 1/3. Therefore we can express 

63 nb 
2(GeV/c) GeV 

Integrating over v from zero to vmax ... 0.5 k 

do 

dt 

6.3 nb/(GeV/c)2 

t Z 

The integral of this function above t ... 

the visible elastic Comptorr scattering in our 

1 GeV2 gives 

experiment. 

6 nb which is 

In other words 

1/3 of 

the two 

processes might be comparable in magnitude. 

On the other hand, if one calculates the diagram: 

. One expects a much steeper exponential-like fall with t, which would predict 
'. 

negligible cross section above t l(GeV/d;2. Hith 100 hours of running we willCOl 
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certainly be able to determine whether the cross sections at large momentum 

transfers are anything like the point-constituent model predicts, since we 

would expect on the order of 600 events. 

Backgrounds 

The presence of nO's produced in yp interactions gives a large number 

of photons in the fonvard direction. Their energy is usually much lower than 

,the energy of the incoming photon, thus they prevent us from looking at large 

v events. The question is how large a v can we reach before nO contamination 

swamps our measurements, taking into account that we can distinguish two 

photons from a nO in most cases in our final shmver array. 

We have calculated the expected photon background from inclusive nO 

production28 ) and from ~ + nOy for reasonable values of the W production 

cross section. The results are shown in Figure 9, where we have assumed that 

90% of the time we have rejected the background event because it has multiple 

photons. We see that as t increases we can with confidence check the model 

,at higher energy loss of the photon. 
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Running Time 

= 

Actual data-taking requires '160 hours, however the a totai experiment 

requires 30 different energy-target combinations, and check-out requireoents 

(including target-empty runs) are substantial. Therefore we fe~l that the 

total running time for the experiment will be 300 hours of prime time. So~e 

set-up time at low intensity will be very helpful to the efficiency of the 

expcriment • 

-~~~'~~'~---------------------
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Table IX Rates for 0tot 

Eairs per Rate per Rate Enhancement in Hadronic ratE(Rate (A2/3) ) 
-I if A instead of A2/3.° (I:Hydrogen Rate Rate/photon Hadronic Hour Hour 

event (200 GeV (300 GeV) 
or less) 

H 1 1/2500 250 1. 2x105 4000 1 

D 1.6 1/1700 170 1.8x105 6000 1.26 

Be 0.53 1/5000 500 6x104 2000 2.1 

C 0.32 1/8300 830 3.6x104 1200 2.3 

Al 0.14 1/18000 1800 1. 7x104 600 3.0 

Cu 0.05' 1/47000 4700 6400 200 4.0 

Sn 0.03 1/83000 8300 3600 120 4.9 

Ph 0.019 1/130000 13000 2300 70 5.9 

Table III Running time (hours) 

Element H D Be C Al Cu Sn Pb 

Energy (GeV) 

180-300 10 10 

120-200 100* 0.06 ' 0.17 0.3 3 1.6 3 4.5 

84-140 0.5 3 

60-100 0.5 3 

42-70 0.5 3 

30-50 0.5 3 

24-40 0.5 0.06 0.17 0.3 3 1.6 3 4.5 

Total Running time: 160 hours 

*) The 100 hour run is mainly for Compton Scattering 

(both elastic and inelastic) 

... 
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Equipment and Personnel 

Beam: 	 We expect to assist in all s'tages of building and testing the 

beam. 

Tagging System: The same applies. We will also build and test the tagging 

shower counters. The tagging magnets will probably be available from 

the CEA. 

Targets: We request aIm liquid H2 and D2 target from NAL. 

Detection equipment: We will design, build and test all shower 

detection equipment prototypes. We may seek financial assistance for 

the large-area shower counters. We will attempt to share as much 

equipment as possible with other groups, notably MIT - Canada. In 

particular"we hope we will be able to arrange the use of proportional 

wire chambers + readout equipment from the Canadian group. 

Electronics: We hope to use largely NAL standard fast fast logic. 

Computing: We will need a small computer for on-line data analysis, 

and for equipment check as well as kinematics determination. If 

available from NAL, we will apply for use. Otherwise we will procure 

our own.' 

Manpower 

5 PhD physicists and 3 graduate students will be involved in this 

program. Of the experienced people 2 will be permanently located in 

Batavia to help on all aspects of the facility, as soon as the project 

is approved. 
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Addendum to NAL Proposal 152 

D.E. Dorfan, S.M. Flatte, C.A. Heusch, 

G. Luxton, C. del Papa, A. Seiden. 

We wish to add a few remarks to our photon physics proposal: 

first, to bring out several distinguishing points of our project, which 

we believe need to be stressed; and second, to elaborate slightly on 

its overall potential. This is done in the hope of facilitating an early 

decision on approval of this experiment. 

1.) 	 The sequence of activities under this proposal - quite apart from 

work on the beam and on the tagging facility - is designed to take 

advantage of every stage of the beam development: 

The first electron and photon beams, no matter how weak, can be 

utilized for work on the detection of electromagnetic showers and 

measurement of their parameters: longitudinal and lateral spread, charged 

mUltiplicities at given depths, etc. This set of measurements is of 

considerable intrinsic value, quite apart from its serviceability 

for this and other experiments. 

Utilizing the data thus obtained, photon trajectory and energy 

reconstruction can be studied and optimized; this is vital for all 

subsequent work, and well might benefit many other NAL projects. 

A relatively broad-band beam can be used for the measurement of 

0tot (yp) and 0tot (yA). We do not expect 0tot to change rapidly 

over 5-10 GeV at 100-200 GeV: a beam without momentum hodoscope 

will do. In addition, our detection method is not dependent on one 

particular beam profile or phase space at the target - there are 

no stringent optics requirements. 

0el (yp) can likewise be measured without a momentum hodoscope: 
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the precise knowledge of the photon trajectory is much more 
. h ilk~mportant t an that of its energy. A -- of several %would be

k 
perfectly acceptable. 

The same is true for an inclusive measurement of y nO nO, , , ... 
final states. Only for a determination of missing masses would we 

need better incoming energy definition: this is not foreseen for the 

first generation of this experiment. 

In short, we can do much of our experiment while the beam is by no means 

optimal, and are relatively insensitive to its phase space at the target 
location. 

2.) 	 The photon spectrum emanating from the tagging radiator is a brems

strahlung spectrum, slightly modified by the finite width of the 

impinging electron beam. Should the design parameters of the NAL 

machine not be met at some point, this program can still proceed with 

relatively minor modifications: the electron spectrum generated 

by the chain p+A ..,. nO -"> yy ... e- is so steep (the upper end of 

the spectrum is being depleted at'~erystep along this line) 

that lacking intensity can be made up by moving slightly down 

in energy. Typically, a factor of 10 loss in intensity at the 

upper end of the spectrum (say, at 300 GeV) can be made up by 

moving down to 240 GeV. There is little loss in intrinsic 

interest caused by this shift in energies, although we would 

clearly prefer the higher one. Hence, we are not very sensitive to 

whether or not the NAL proton synchrotron will soon achieve its design 

intensity. 

3.) 	 The approach we have taken builds up an experiment which, on the one 

hand, will detect final states that are certain to be well-measurable, 

and are of unquestioned physics urgency; and, on the other hand, it 

will be highly sensitive to totally new and therefore more speculative 

measurements. Here, again the physics motivation is strong, but 
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the mechanisms of production and decay are largely unknown/so that 

we cannot give data collection rates except by the use of restrictive 
assumptions. 

In the first category, we will measure showers in the forward 

direction with considerable precision: this will lead tq precise 

data on the total hadronic photon cross-section; and, together 

with information from the recoil detector, to data on Compton 

scattering. 

In the second category, our overall sensitivity to showers 

emerging even at large angles/plus the hadron detectors,put us in

to a position to measure the total yields ("inclusive cross-sections") 
ofor y, e±, n , and other particles decaying radiatively or into 

electron modes. This comprises inclusive nO, nO,·,p, •.• 

cross-sections, "inelastic Compton" scattering, pair production 

through heavy photon intermediate states; it also means we are 

sensitive to certain decay modes of such putative objects as 

Dirac monopoles, heavy leptons, and intermediate bosons. 

4.) Measurement of nO, nO, ••• yields. 

<We expect to resolve shower energies to an accuracy of -2% at high 

energies, shower locations (close to the vertex) to S3-5 mm. 

Fig. 1 gives a few typical opening-angle distributions for the 

2y decays of nO, nO, and XO mesons. It illustrates the fact 

that, at 30 m distance from the target, we should be able to 

distinguish the separate showers from all these decays; and gives 

a feeling for the confidence level with which we can tell, say, 

nO,s and nO's of given energy apart. 

In the presence of several neutral mesons in an average final state, 

the question will arise whether photon showers will not lead to con

clusion (i.e., which 2 showers come from the same decaying meson). 
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We have convinced ourselves that opening-angle distributions at given 

energy will make the necessary corrections bearable. 

Measurements of inclusive ~o (and ,nO) production are of con

siderable interest because they constitute our best chance to test the 

fragmentation rules relatively clearly in high-energy photo

production. Feynmanl conjectured that, in high-energy collisions 

of two hadrons A and B of momentum PA and PB = -PA' the probability 

of finding a final-state particle C with longitudinal momentum pz;C· XPA 

for the upper end of its x spectrum will be given by 

f (x) = (1_x)1-2a (t) for x ~1. 

Here, a (t) refers to the leading trajectory that can carry away 

the quantum numbers necessary to change particle A into particle C 

(excluding the Pomeranchuk trajectory). 

2This result, which was recently derived also by de Tar et al. , 

means that, in photoproduction, where the p and to trajectories 

~ p (t=o)::: 0.5) dominate, f (x) will be a flat distribution at 
, to 

its upper end 

f.(x) = (1 - x)o ..,. flat for x ~, t ... 0 

For charged 'IT inclusive photoproduction, this behavior may well 

be masked by the abundant occurrenoeof pO ~ ~+'IT- decays: ~± 

distributions from pO decay will be characterized, simply from 

decay kinematics, by a distribution function 

f'(x) a: (1 - x) for x '!:l,
c 

i.e., there will be a linear decrease at the upper end of the 

spectrum~ Note that we have not made any assumptions about the 

function f(x) resulting from the (mostly diffractive) production of 

the pO mesons. The decay channel, which is not taken into account 
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in the inclusive models, may therefore determine the x distribution
'IT 

for charged mesons. 

For 'ITo, there is no p decay, but WO ~'IT+'IT-'lT0 might lead to some 

confusion (lessened by the 3-body decay); also, the small branching 

ratio W 
O 

... 'lT0y may give some high-energy 'ITo's. We are studying 

the possible implications of these admixtures', but expect them to be 

small (both production and decay channel are suppressed relative to the 

p case). 

The study of yp ~ nO + ••• will obviously be free from any such 

admixture; and, although experimentally harder, it will therefore be 

of considerable separate interest. 

5.) "Odd" objects decaying into showering particles: 

Our setup is highly sensitive to all showers in the final state. 

Mono-energetic photons may well couple to, or pair-create, "odd" 

or hitherto unobserved objects which decay characteristically 

into final states containing showers: we will thus be able to 

identify them depending on their production cross-section. 

In particular, assume an object of mass m decaying into 2 photons 

or electrons of energies kl' k2' Thus the invariant mass of the 

decaying object, for small opening angles e between the two decay 

photons, 

m2 - 2 kl k2 (i - cose) 

011 klk2 9 2 

will be resolved according to 

+.;;;6;....;;.0_+ 
9 
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The first two terms on the RHS are of order 1% each as long as the 

decays are not 	all too far from symmetric; the third depends 
strongly on 8 for a 100 GeV nO decaying symmetrically and being 
d t:.0 !::f4%; _t:.me t ec t ed 30 m away, ~ will typically 	be of order 3% - 10%.o w 

m 

Such an object 	m,ight be a heavy photon, y' .... e+e-.: in the form suggested 
3

by Lee and Wick as a negative-metric pole in the photon propagator, 

it changes the customary 

--=--= - 1 

q2 

In this form, the modified photon propagator has a convergence factor 

which alleviates the divergences that have plagued QED calculations 

of radiative corrections. Lee and Wick showed that if this 

"heavy photon" has finite width, then the modified propagator can 

exist without violating unitarity or macrocausa1ity. Does such a 

particle exist? From e+e- storage ring data and the muon (g -2), 
4experiment we can set a lower limit on its mass of 

M y ,>5 GeV/c2• 

The scaling behavior of inelastic electron scattering may imp1y5 

that the traditional photon propagator cannot. be modified by a massive 

pole below 8 GeV/c2• 

Cloudy, our tugged phOtOll experiment of incoming energy 100-200 GcV 

could see a wide-angle pair up to considerably higher masses. Note 

that, if it occurs due to a diagram like 

its detection off higher - Z nuclei would be enhanced: it should 

show up during the 0tot (yA) measurements. 
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Another ghost in our particle gallery is the Dirac monopole. It 

might be pair-created and subsequently annihilate into a splash of 
6

photons : our apparatus would be ideally suited for its detection 

and identification. Again, the combination of trajectory and energy 

measurement of the showers would make confusion with multiple 

~o events very unlikely. There are more objects that we may be able 

to identify from characteristic dec~y modes: the intermediate 

boson Wand heavy leptons may be pair-produced by the incident 

tagged photons and then detected through the leptonic final states 

+
~ e e + neutrinos 

-7 
e II + neutrinos 

y .:;;; ~+~- ..,. (similar decays with more neutrinos) 

While other experiments may produce these particles more plentifully7, 

pair creation from a photon of known energy gives a powerful kinematic 

constraint,and our final-state detection system puts us into an 

excellent position to measure showers (and penetrating minimum-ionizing 

particles) for an accurate determination of characteristic transverse 

momentum distributions. 

Conclusion 

We conclude that 

a) 	 the experiment outlined in NAL proposal 152 is well suited to the 

photon beam development at NAL by utilizing its various stages for a 

na~ural sequence of experimentation, starting from shower physics and 

leading up to its full potential as a detector for photon scattering 

into a number of final states. 
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b) 	 The experiment contains parts (a tot ' ael) which clearly will lead to 

good results at a high confidence level. 

c) 	 Through pioneering use of good multi-shower recognition patterns 

over a large area, we collect, as a byproduct, data on "inclusive" 

y, ~o, nO, ••. photoproduction. Such information is not otherwise 

available.and is of clear theoretical interest. 

d) 	 The experiment has considerable potential to look for a number 

of novel objects in a unique way; and while it might be risky to motivate 

a major experiment by such vague notions, this potential clearly adds 

an element of speculation and excitement which we would not want 

to miss. 
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Abstract " 
We 	 propose to perform an early experiment on t~e ?roces~es 

yp 	-+ yp (elastic Compton efiec~) 

-+ y + hadrons (inelastic Compton eifect) 

in the NAt electron-photon facility. We will use a very e:mp:e de~c~t1on 

.:iystem of shower counters and recoil telescopes, wi t~ no ma~n,. ~io. We 
?resent counting r::.tes) running cime estimates and errors c•. cele"ANt 

';41easured quantities, assuming three possible sets of b.cam p';':':dm<:!t,:'{'~ , 

In particular, we show that even with ve~ conservativ~ r~qul~~ 

ments on beam intensities and energy, -350 hours of ru~ning tine ope~ V? 

an entirely new regime for Compton scattering: the elastic fO!'\rJ.lr.q P,e.<.)(' 

and its slope CEll:' be measured w:s. th go•.>;:l accuracy from 20 co 60 Qf' {Ot) 

GeV, depending on the intensity of 20() (J\-,;v proton beam; inela€.,t~c. 

Compton scattering may show u? unamb~guous1y for the first tim~, 10
~ether with ::he already approved measurement of the t.ota1 haaronic 

.:ross-section 0toc(YP), thebe. daca w,f!..l f:ovide vital new informan.:m 

In photon-hadron coupling at very hi~k energies. 
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Introduction 

This addendum updates NAL Proposal 152. After $uccessful initial 

operation of the National Accelerator Laboratory Proton Synchrotron at 

energies up to 200 GeV, and after a decision has been reached to 

i
install a tagged photon facility which will meet the requirements of 

this experiment, we address ourselves to the following questions: 

1. What are minimum energy and intensity requirements on the 

primary proton beam for a meaningful experiment on high-energy Compton 

scattering? 

2. What counting rates are accessible? What is the accuracy of 

determination of relevant parameters? 

3. How can we optimize detection efficiency and accuracy, given 

different sets of intensity and energy parameters? 

We discuss mainly the elastic Compton scattering process. In

elastic events will be observed if the cross-section is comparable to 

the one predicted by the model of Bjorken and Paschos(2). Background 

events will contain much valuable information on radiative final states, 

as mentioned in Proposal 152 and Addendum I. However, these do not 

add to either apparatus design or running time requirements. 

Beam Parameter Requirements 

We have convinced ourselves that we can perform meaningful 

measurements of elastic Compton scattering between 20 and 60 GeV with 

a 200 GeV proton beam at an intensity of 1012 per pulse. These 

measurements will be extended up to 100 GeV for a 200 GeV proton beam 

of intensity 1013 per pulse, and to 200 GeV if the same intensity can 
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be obtained at 400 GeV proton energy. 

In the following, we address ourselves to performing elastic and 

inelastic Compton scattering with a beam of 200 GeV protons, 1012 per 

pulse, and 103 pulses per hour. We further suppose that the construc

tion of the tagged photon beam is optimized for a 400 GeV proton beam. 

This results in a relative loss of intensity by a factor of four since 

the angular acceptance of the electron beam is determined by its 

geometry, whereas the electron yield is determined by the acceptance in 

transverse momentum. (3) 

There are two methods whereby we plan to regain the lost intensity. 

First, instead of using the bulk of the running time with an electron 

beam of 40% of the proton beam energy, for part of the run we will drop 

the energy to 20% of the proton beam energy, thereby gaining a factor 

of -5~4)Second. we increase the thickness of the tagging radiato!. from 

1% to 3% of a radiation length. 

Increasing the thickness of the radiator does not seriously 

affect the elastic Compton measurement, which has highly overconstrained 

kinematics; it will increase the systematic error in the inelastic 

Compton scattering experiment. To reduce the effect of double brcms

strah1ung in the tagging radiator, inelastic events that are accompanied 

by a large shower in the forward shower detector (which subtends an 

angle of ± 2 mr at the target) will be rejected. Corrections for sub

tracting good events will be made, based on an extrapolation of the 

data. This correction is small, since there will be only -3% signifi

cant double bremsstrahlung. 
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In Table I we give running time and event number estimates, under 

three different· assumptions about the primary proton beam. In Figure 

1 we give the statistical errors expected from measurements of the 

logarithmic slope of the elastic differential cross-section. Also 

shown in Figure 1 are the corresponding SLAC(l) data. 

Counting rates, errors. 

For the minimal beam parameters (200 GeV, 1012p/pulse), we will 

do the elastic and inelastic Compton scattering exper~ments with an 

electron beam of 40 GeV/c momentum for 150 hours, and with an electron 

beam of 65 GeV/c momentum for 200 hours. For the run at the lower 

momentum, we use a lead radiator of .03 radiation lengths, for ;;the 

higher momentum, we use a lead radiator of .05 radiation lengths thick

ness. In this way, we gain useful elastic Compton scattering data over 

the range 20 - 62 GeV/c. We make ten separate determinations of the 

slope of the elastic peak over eight distinct energy intervals. The 

width of the energy intervals is ± 1.8 GeV for the 40 GeV/c run, ± 2.9 

GeV for the run at 65 GeV/c. 

Assuming do/dt = 0.6 e 7t ~b/(GeV/c) , and assuming a conservative 

efficiency of 80% for detecting the recoil proton for .05 < -t < .10 

(GeV/c)2, and 90% for protons in the range .10 < -t < .6(GeV/c)2, we 

expect to obtain 3,900 elastic events ,.;rith the 40 GeV/c beam and 3,800 

elastic events with the 65 GeV/c beam. i..Jith these assumptions, the 

data are plotted, with statistical errors indicated in Figure 2, for 

the two extreme energy intervals of the 40 GeV/c run. For each of the 

ten energy intervals, the slope can be measured to a statistical 
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accuracy of about ± 5%; we will be able to detect an energy dependence 

Chat is somewhat smaller than this. 

When comparing the quoted errors (statistical only) with those 

of the SLAC data, note that the SLAC errors are largely systematic and 

result from a subtraction procedure of ~ors and other backgrounds. Our 

system is sufficiently overconstrained (we resolve both photons from 

o 
v's, detect all recoil protons) to make subtractions insignificant. 

To illustrate the accuracy of these measurements, we mention the 

precision with which we will determine the slope and intercept of an 

effective Regge trajectory for forward photon-proton scattering. Using 

da/dt = a(t) s 20(t)-2 

';i= In da/dt = (2a.(t)-2) Ins + In(3(t) 

dl/dt = 20'(t) Ins + S' (t)/S(t), 

we measure dt/dt, the logarithmic slope of da/dt, as a function of s. 

This allows us to extract the slope of the trajectory, 0' (t) to an 

accuracy of ± 0.15/GeV2 • We also learn something about B(t) by 

measuring 8' (t)/S(t) to ± 8%. By extrapolating our data to t = 0, we 

determine the trajectory intercept a.(0) to ± 0.02. In addition, we 

will test the consistency of our data with extrapolations of fits to 

existing data based on the sun. of several Regge poles. 

Simultaneously with these measurements, we will detect any deeply 

inelastic scattering that is present to the extent predicted by the 
(-l, .... 

"(5) I 

Bjorken-Paschos model . In Proposal 152, we shcwa:l that, assuming 

observation of all deeply inelastic scattered photons with Itj>l GeV/c 2 

and v < .5k (where k = energy of the incident photon) we will observe 
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a cross-section of 6.3 nb. This corresponds to 475 events in 150 hours 

with a 3% radiator at 40 GeV/c. If we' observe only those events with 

v < .3k, we obtain 200 events in 150 hours. This is a signal that 

cannot be missed. 

To observe this small cross-section, we are naturally concerned 

about backgrounds. We showed in Proposal 152, however, that for an 

experiment'using a 200 GeV photon beam, we can readily separate deeply 

inelastic scattered photons from ~o and W
O decay photons. A Monte 

Carlo calculation was performed for this purpose, which took into 

consideration the thermodynamic model for inclusive ~o production as 

well as diffractive production of WIS. Now the inclusive production of 

~OIS in the thermodynamic model at high energies depends, apart from an 

overall normalization factor proportional to IE ~66n1y on the trans-
c.m.s. 

verse 	momentum and the fraction of the incident photon energy carried 

o ooff by the ~ 's. This means that the background from inclusive TI 

production depends only on t and v/~7~nd is independent of the energy 

except for the overall normalization factor. Thus the calculations of 

background given in Proposal 152 may be scaled down to the 40 GeV/c 
• 

beam merely 	by reducing the normalization of the background by a factor 

of 1.64 (the average of (200/E)lt'. for a bremsstrahlung beam). This is 

done in Figure 3. The corresponding factor for the 65 GeV beam is 1.46. 

At the energies discussed here, we have to consider a source of back

ground that 	was not included in Figure 3: the "exclusive" process 

yp ~ TIop. From data(S) at lower energy. we may approximately para

6t
metrize the do/dt for this reaction for -t > .5(GeV/c)2 as (.6e + 

--------------_ .._ ..._--
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2t
.l5e ) (l5/E)2 ~b/(GeV/c)2, where E is the laboratory energy in GeV. 

Averaging this over a bremsstrahlung spectrum from 20 to 38 GeV/c and 

i~tegration over t from -0.8(GeV/c)2 to _00, we obtain(9)
:J: 


38 co 


f dE/E f dt da/dt 

20 -1.. 4.7 nb • 38


f dE/E 

20 


With a conservatively estimated rejection rate of 90% due to the 

observation of both photons from TI o decay, we expect a background of 

-35 events. This is reduced to -14 events at 65 GeV, due to the 1/E2 

dependence of the cross-section for yp ~ TIop. 

lve achieve the rates quoted due to the use of thicker radiators. 

These have the systematic effect of increasing the uncertainty with 

which v is known. It is therefore important that we discard events in 

which a significant double bremsstrahlung process has occurred: 

A thin radiator is particularly important if the incorrect tag 

rate must be kept very low, e.g., for a careful measurement of the 

energy dependence of the total cross-section using a transmission 

method. With a 5% radiator, a recoil electron with energy (after 

straggling corrections) of 10% of the beam energy will be accompanied 

by a photon of -90% of the beam energy only 88%(5) of the time. The 

remaining 12% are false tags, or at least are accompanied by tagged 

photons with substantially incorrect energy. We monitor false tags by 

rejecting any event with a large shower in the central shower detector. 

This reduces the contamination due to double bremsstrahlung in both 
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elastic and inelastic Compton scattering to much less than 1%. 

Errors in the determination of t, the momentum transfer to the 

proton, are discussed below, in conjunction with the proton detector. 

They are small compared to our statistical undertainties. 

Detection Apparatus 

There are only minor revisions to the apparatus outlined in NAL 

Proposal 152. For a schematic summary, see Figure 5. The principal 

elements are a small central shower spectrometer for high rates; a 

large bank of shower counters surrounding the central detector; hadron 

counters for intermediate angles; and a recoil detector at angles 

o 0
between 60 and 90 . 

The shower detectors measure the location of the shower vertex 

to S 3 mm, the shower energy to S 2%. Decays of ~ o , w 0 mesons into 

photons will be resolved from simple showers up to the highest energies. 

This makes our project the first Compton experiment which resolves the 

~o background specifically, thus greatly reducing the systematic 

errors. The distance between hydrogen target and shower detector is 

directly proportional to the incident beam energy. 

\.Jith the accepted beam design (4), we hnve changed the target 

configuration to a cylinder of 2.5 cm diameter, 1 m long. This 

geometry permits a full 2~ range for azimuthal detection - an improve

ment by a factor of -3 over Proposal 152. 

The recoil detector measures proton trajectories with a system of 

magnetostrictive spark chambers (which may be changed to proportional 

chambers); pulse-height analysis of dE/dx scintillation counters help 
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to identify and measure the energy of the slow protons. 

With three chambers, and a 6" spacing between pairs of chambers 

and a-I mm wire spacing, we measure the proton angle to within ± 2.5 

there is an appreciable probability of obtaining incorrect energy 

information from the scintillators. For -t. > 0.2(GeV/c)2, we can use 

the angle measurement to determine the invariant momentum transfer to 
~. 

better than ± 10%; this fractional resolution improves consider~bly 

with increasing -to For the smaller values of -t, we will identify the 

proton by requiring a pulse height that corresponds to an energy 

deposit greater than about twice that of a minimum ionizing particle 

in a thin counter, and then measure its energy by the pulse heights from 

several scintillators. The estimated resolution in momentum transfer 

from this method, including the effect of multiple scattering in target 

and target walls, is given in Figure 4. ·An absorber and another 

counter complete the system. 

With this system, the detection efficiency for recoil protons 

with kinetic energies ~ 25 MeV is close to 100%. 
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1 	 Typical data with statistical errors for the slope of the 

diffraction peak. Data based on three possible assumptions 

on beam parameters are displaced from each other to avoid 

confusion. The expected value for a flat pomeron is -7 

2
GeV- at all energies. The different notations for the data 

refer to the different runs in Table I. 

Figure 2 	 Typical data with statistical errors for the elastic 

Compton measurement with the 40 GeV/c electron beam. The 

data are given for the two extreme energy bins. 

Figure 3 	 Deep inelastic Compton scattering cross-section in the model 

of Bjorken and Paschos(2) as a function of v and t. The 

dashed curves represent the background from diffractive w 
a 

and inclusive ~o production calculated according to the 

model of Hagedorn and Ranft(6). The cross-section per inter

acting b~am particle for yp ~ ~ 
o + anything is taken to be 

+the same as 	that for pp ~ ~ + anything. This background 

is assumed 	to be suppressed by a factor of 10 by our 

detection 	apparatus. 

Figure 4 	 Resolution in t expected from the various methods: 

(A) From measurement of the recoil proton angle; 
~ 

<; 


~ (B) From measurement of the recoil proton energy; 
,.;. 


(c) From the measurement of the recoil photon angle (for 

a 50 GeV photon with the geometry for a 65 GeV e beam). 

Figure 5 Sketch of the detection upparatus. 
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Table I. Event Numbers for Various Proton Beams* 

- Running Number of Number of Deep 
e Beam Time Elastic Compton Inelastic Compton 

. Energy e-' Energy (Hours) (It I > .05) (v<0.3kltl>1 GeV2) 

-.~= -

-10 13 protons/ 20-38 GeV 15040 GeV 7 x 106 4,000 200 
pulse at 
200 GeV (10 3 33-62 GeV 200**3 x 10665 GaY 3,900 200 
pulse/hr. ) 

" I 
j 

40,GeY 1 7 x 107 20-38 GeV 50protons/ 13,300 670 
pulse at 
200 GeV (103 1003 x 107 33-62 GeV 11,60065 GeY 580 
pulse/hr.) 

100 GeV 20050-95 GeV 4,000 2005 x 105 

I . 
I 

l 
50 21,10090 GeV j 2.4 x 108 45-85 GeVprotons/ 1,060 

pulse at 
400 GeV (450 10070-133 GeV 16,300 820 
pulse/hr. ) 

140 GeV I 9.4 x 107 

I, 100:...190 GaV 200200 GeV 2 x 107 7,200 360I . 

* We have assumed thc.t the secondary electron beam line is optimized for yields from 400 GeV protons, 
and that our taggb.g radiator is 3% of a radiationlength. 

** To increase our rate without using too much running time, we will use a 5% radiator for this run. 
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FIG.2. Elastic Compton Scattering·; 
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FIG.3. Inelastic Compton Scattering rJith 40 GeV/c Electron Scarn 
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